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Abstract Railguns has been researched considerably in recent years. Most of these researches is done to improve the 

main features of railgun, such as, increment of gradient of inductance L′, more uniform current density distributions, and 

launch synchronously multi projectiles per shot. In this paper, first the slice-rail railgun is presented and simulated by 

ANSYS software. Then, double and quad slice-rail with one axial is presented for multi-projectile shooting. Finally, the 

complete case of this slice-rail structure is studied as coaxial railgun. The geometry of slice-rail railgun has inner rail radii 

(Ri) and width (R1), outer rail radii (Ro) and width (R2) and the total angle of curved rails (θ). Current density distribution, 

Magnetic flux density and inductance gradient are computed for slice and coaxial railgun. Magnetic field at the outside 

of the muzzle for slice railgun with θ =90˚ is computed and compared with rectangular railgun meanwhile L′ equals to 

0.45 μH/m for both railguns. 
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1. Introduction 

Railgun accelerates an armature to very high velocities 

by electric energy. There are many feasible industrial and 

military applications that need such a structure [1, 2]. In 

its simplest form, railgun is made of two parallel long 

conductors, rails and a conductor between them, armature 

that is very small in comparison with rails, because it is 

picked to be accelerated and launched. The exerted 

magnetic force on the armature is Lorentz force. The total 

force can be calculated by the integration of the J×B over 

the armature volume in which, B and J are the magnetic 

flux density and current density, respectively [3, 4]. 

Magnetic force can be computed by using gradient of 

magnetic energy. Magnetic energy and force can be found 

to be, 

𝑊𝑚 =
1

2
𝐿𝐼2 

(1) 

𝐹 = 𝛻𝑊𝑚 =
1

2
𝐿′𝐼2 

(2) 

I is applied current and L′ is inductance gradient which 

depends on the geometrical shape and the physical 

arrangement of the rails. Numerical methods such as finite 

element, boundary element and method of moment are 

reported for electromagnetic simulation in [5- 9]. Current 

distribution and inductance gradient in a railgun have a 

special role which is affected by shape of rails [3, 4], [10-

13]. Multi-projectile railguns are novel electromagnetic 

launchers can be shooting two or more projectiles per shot 

[14, 15]. Coaxial railgun is reported in [16, 17]. 

Inductance gradient formula for a coaxial railgun can be 

written as [16], 

𝐿′ =
𝜇0
2𝜋

𝑙𝑛 (
𝑏

𝑎
) 

(3) 

where b and a are outer and inner radius of the coaxial 

railgun, respectively. 

In this paper, first the slice-rail railgun is presented 

and simulated by ANSYS software. Then, double and 

quad slice-rail with one axial is presented for multi-

projectile shooting. Finally, the complete case of this 

slice-rail structure is studied as coaxial railgun. By using 

unequal circular rails we actuate to coaxial multi-

projectile structures and even complete coaxial railgun 

that has none sharp edges and corners. By completing the 

curved rails in a cylindrical structure, the magnetic field 

distributions have been changed to circles inbound in the 

bore of launcher. Current density distribution, Magnetic 

flux density and inductance gradient are computed for 

slice and coaxial railgun. The aims of this paper are 

reduced the magnetic field out of the railgun’s bore and a 

uniform current distribution on the cross section of the rail 

is obtained. 
 

 

2. Slice-Rail railgun 

Railgun with parallel rails is a common structure. 

Rectangular, concave, convex and circular parallel rails 

are considered and simulated extensively [10-13]. The 

magnetic field lines around parallel rails for different 

cross-sections, are shown in Fig. 1. 

The density of magnetic field line in bore or between 

the parallel rails, is more intensive than outside of bore. 

The magnetic field outside of the bore influences on 

nearby electronic equipment which is undesirable. 
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2.1. Introduction and geometry of the slice-rail 

To study unequal rail structures, there are many 

feasible designs that can be considered, such as a parallel 

rectangular railgun in which height or width of rails are 

unequal or generally railguns with different shapes and 

geometries for each rail. We considered a concave-convex 

pair of rails in which convex rail is smaller and both rails 

are concentric. This slice-rail railgun could be expanded 

to a multi-projectile railgun by using more pairs that has 

been studied later, in the next section. The geometry of 

slice-rail railgun is shown in Fig.2 where Ri, Ro and θ are 

inner rail radii, outer rail radii, and the total angle of 

curved rails correspondingly. R1 determines the widths of 

inner rail and R2 does the same for outer rail. 

 

2.2. Magnetic Flux Line, Current Distribution and 

Inductance Gradient 

When both of rails are concave or convex, not only 

there are no improvement in current density distributions 

but the gradient inductance of the structure will be 

decreased. This is because of parallel currents in both 

edges of a rail that have opposite effects in the barrel. 

Consequently, this weakens the net magnetic field in the 

barrel. Thus, in a railgun with a concave-convex pair rails, 

it is obvious that there is no considerable improvement, 

such as increment in L′ or decrement in density of high 

current spots. So it sounds that with equal rail structures, 

our major goals could not be achieved acceptably and 

unequal structures might be a better option. 

The magnetic flux line of the sectional railgun has 

been shown in Fig.3 for θ =120°, 180°, 240°, and 300°. 

 

 

 
 

Likewise, parallel railgun, the magnetic flux lines 

need some space around rail conductors to develop closed 

paths. Because of that there is unwanted radiation and 

strong fields around the structure. Containment is urgent 

for this structure, because the net force on each rail is 

repulsive and propels both of them likewise parallel 

railgun. Furthermore, this imposes major limitations in 

the case of material selection for the containment, because 

it should be magnetically transparent thus metal material 

should be canceled out. 

The current density distribution on the rails cross-

section for θ =120°, 180° and 240° has been shown in Fig. 

4. The rail material is considered to be copper. As it is 

respected, the high current density spots are located at 

edges and corners and as it can be seen, the current density 

distribution for larger θ is more uniform and its maximum 

value in each rail has been decreased subsequently. 

 

 

    
(a)                                                     (b)        

    
(c)                                                      (d) 

Fig. 1.  The magnetic flux lines. (a) two parallel 

rectangular rails, (b) two parallel concave curved rails, 

(c) two parallel convex curved rails, (d) two parallel 

circular ring rails. 

 
Fig. 2.  Cross-Section of the slice-railgun 

 
(a)                                        (b)  

 

(c)                                        (d)  

Fig. 3.  The magnetic flux line of the slice-railgun for 

various θ. (a) θ=120º, (b) θ=180º, (c) θ=240º, (d) θ=300º 
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For a railgun with Ri=4 mm and Ro=35 mm, the 

maximum current density on both rails versus angle θ 

has been shown in Fig. 5. By increasing the angle θ, the 

maximum of current density distribution in each rail is 

decreased. In this case the decrement is more than 10 

times in both rails. By increasing the angle of curved 

rails, the current density distribution becomes more 

uniform. In the case of θ=360º, which is a complete 

coaxial structure, the current density distribution is ideal 

uniform one, leastwise at the surface of each rail.  

By increasing the angle θ, there are two parallel 

currents in the same direction on opposite edges of the 

outer rail which means a severe decrement in the 

magnetic field intensity between them. Thus a 

decreasing gradient inductance L′ versus angle θ is 

reasonable. It is similar to the effects of height 

increasing in rectangular rail ones. Actually, if a 

rectangular-rail EML with one overhung rail has been 

curved then a slice-rail EML will be made. The gradient 

inductance L′ versus angle θ for different ratio of Ro/Ri 

has been shown in Fig. 6. 

 

2.3. Comparison between rectangular and slice 

railgun 

The magnetic field outside of the bore influences on 

nearby electronic equipment which is undesirable. To 

compare the magnetic field performance of the 

rectangular and slice railgun at the outside of the bore, 

first both railgun assumed to have same inductance 

gradient and equals to 0.45 μH/m. 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 4.  Current distribution for various θ, R1=1 mm, Ri=10 mm, Ro=30 mm and R2=40 mm. (a) θ=120º, (b) θ=180º, (c) θ=240º. 
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For L′=0. 45 μH/m, the rectangular railgun has s=h=w= 

3 cm, and slice railgun has Ri=1 cm, Ro=3 cm, R1=1 cm 

and θ=90˚. Magnetic field is computed for both railgun 

and shown in Fig. 7.  

It is difficult to compare these color figure together, 

so the two paths (AB is parallel to the bore with d=2 cm 

and CD is vertical line) are assumed on the same 

condition in outside of the both railgun. The graph of the 

magnetic field intensity (H) map on the AB and CD are 

shown in Fig. 8a and Fig. 8b, respectively. According to 

the Fig. 8a, the amount of the H for slice railgun is larger 

than rectangular railgun for 0<x<1 cm and less than 

rectangular railgun for x>1 cm. The distance of the first 

point of the CD path with edge of the bore is 3 cm. In 

Fig. 8b, H for slice railgun is smaller than rectangular 

railgun. 

 
3. Multi-Projectile Slice Railgun 

By using Slice-Rail railgun, gaining a multi-

projectile structure can be achieved easily. If we arrange 

several Slice-Rail structures beside each other as their 

inner rails made slices of a cylinder, then we can use a 

complete cylinder instead of all inner rails. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  The maximum of current density in each rail for 

various θ, R1=1 mm, Ri=4mm, Ro=35mm and R2=40mm 

 
Fig. 6.  The gradient inductance L′ versus θ for different 

Ro/Ri. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 7. Magnetic flux density distribution. (a) 

rectangular railgun with s=h=w=3 cm, (b) slice railgun 

with Ri=1 cm, Ro=3 cm, R1=1 cm and θ=90˚ 

 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 Fig. 8. Comparison the magnetic field intensity between 

rectangular railgun (blue dash-dot line) and slice railgun 

(red dash-line). (a) AB, (b) CD 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

Fig. 10.  Slice railgun with dual-projectile and Ri=4 mm, 

Ro=35 mm and θt=240°. (a) magnetic flux density 

distribution, and the current density distribution on the 

cross-section of the, (b) outer rails, (c) inner rail. 

 

 
The geometry of a Dual-Projectile and a Quad-

Projectile slice-rail railgun has been shown in Fig. 9 

where Ri, Ro and θ are inner rail radii, outer rail radii, 

and the total angle of curved rails correspondingly, as in 

single Slice-Rail structure. 

It is an easier method to make a Multi-Projectile 

launcher in comparison of other plain methods. 

Especially, repulsing forces between rails are not limiter 

here. In plain methods, holding rails needs more 

consideration and design of a Multi-Projectile railgun 

with more armatures are not as easy as here. Here, we 

have an N-Projectile railgun only with taking θi<360°/N.  

We should use N Slice-Rail structures with lesser θ in 

order to containment embedding and packing. 

The magnetic flux density and current density 

distribution on rails cross-section for a slice railgun with 

dual and quad-projectile have been simulated and shown 

in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. A slice railgun with 

dual-projectile has Ri=4 mm, Ro=35 mm and θP=120° 

for each projectile and total θ equals to 240°. A slice 

railgun with quad-projectile has Ri=4 mm, Ro=35 mm, 

θP=80° for each projectile and total θ equals to 320°. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 9.  Cross-Section of Multi-Projectile slice-rail 

railguns. (a) Dual-Projectile, (b) Quad-Projectile 
 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 11. Slice railgun with quad-projectile and Ri=4 mm, 

Ro=35 mm and θt=320°. (a) magnetic flux density 

distribution, and the current density distribution on the 

cross-section of the, (b) outer rails, (c) inner rail. 
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The gradient inductance L′ versus angle θ and 

Ro/Ri=9 for single slice-projectile, dual-projectile and 

quad-projectile railguns have been shown in Fig. 12. For 

all type inductance gradient is descending function as θ. 

According to Fig. 5. for single slice railgun maximum 

value of current density for θ smaller than 90˚ is very 

high and not suitable for practical railgun. 

 

4. Coaxial railgun 

A coaxial railgun is a structure with two concentric 

cylindrical conductors in which the armature, a ring 

cylindrical conductor completes the path of current 

between two cylinders as inner and outer rails. The 

geometry of Coaxial-rail railgun is shown in Fig. 13 

where Ri and Ro are inner rail radii and outer rail radii 

respectively. Likewise slice-rails, R1 determines the 

widths of inner rail and R2 does the same for outer rail. 

To distinct the effects of rail widths on the structure 

performance, the inner rail width Ri-R1 and outer rail 

width R2 has been considered as Wi and Wo, respectively. 

Because of symmetry, there is no consideration 

about imposed forces upon rails. The force upon rails is 

radial and the net value is insignificant. In the view of 

force distribution on rails and current density 

distributions the coaxial structure is the best among 

slice-rail. Fig. 14a, b and c show the magnetic flux 

density, current density distribution on the outer and 

inner rails, respectively. According to Fig. 14. b and c, 

the current distribution is uniform. For Ri=6.35 mm and 

Ro=37.75 mm L′ is obtained to be 0.3696 μH/m, which 

is slightly different from 0.356 μH/m [17]. 

The results of simulations have been summarized as 

follows: Rail width has no significant effects on gradient 

inductance of the structure and even current density 

distribution. The only consideration is that the rail width 

should be enough thick, at least 4 or 5 mm. To determine 

the effect of rail width on current density distribution in 

rails we considered the maximum value of current 

density in each rail. There was an insignificant reduction 

in the maximum value current density in the thicker rails. 

The inductance gradient of coaxial railgun depends 

on the values of inner radii, Ri and outer radii, Ro. It is 

obvious that by increasing the value of outer radii, the 

value of L′ increases and vice versa. The behavior of L′ 

versus inner radii is contrariwise, therefore by 

decreasing the value of inner radii, the value of L′ 

increases and vice versa. Attaining higher values of L′ 

can be manipulated by choosing proper value of the ratio 

of Ro/Ri. As it has been shown in Fig. 15, the gradient 

inductance has a direct relation to the Ro/Ri ratio for 

various inner radii (Ri=4, 6 and 10 mm) and compared 

with [16]. 

 

 

 
Fig. 12.  The gradient inductance L′ versus angle θ for 

single slice-projectile, dual-projectile and quad-

projectile. 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 13. Coaxial railgun. (a) cross section of the rails, (b) 

practical considerations in coaxial railgun. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 14.  Coaxial railgun, Ri=5 mm, Ro=15 mm and 

R1=20 mm. (a) magnetic flux density distribution, and 

the current density distribution on the cross-section of 

the, (b) outer rails, (c) inner rail.  
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As we can see in Fig. 15, in a constant value of Ro/Ri 

the L′ has a higher value for a smaller Ri. The ratio of 

Ro/Ri must be bigger than 4, in order to have L′s 

comparable with parallel railgun’s which is more than 

0.3 μH/m. Due to skin effect, the L′ has minimal 

dependency on proper value of Ri and Ro. 

 There are some practical problems with coaxial 

railgun that maybe seem limiter. First issue is that how 

we can hold inner rail during launch process and the 

second is the possibility of inner rail fluctuation when 

ring armature has been projectile from the muzzle. In 

order to hold inner rail, especially when railgun length 

is not very long, we can use a solid insulator ring 

between rails in the first ten percent of railgun length at 

the breech. 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper the slice-rail structure as an unequal-

rail parallel railgun and its complete case as coaxial 

railgun has been studied. The possibility of making 

Multi-Projectile railgun using pairs of Slice-Rail 

structures has been approved. The magnetic field at the 

outside of the bore for slice railgun is smaller than 

rectangular railgun. The inductance gradient of a slice-

rail structure will be decreased if its angle is increased. 

That is valid for the maximum value of current density 

in both rail, too. The gradient inductance of a coaxial 

railgun is in a direct dependency with the outer rail radii. 
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Fig. 15.  The Inductance Gradient Versus Ro/Ri ratio, 

Ri=4 mm (dot), Ri=6 mm (line), Ri=10 mm (dash) and 

[16] (*). 


